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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a novel video segmentation al-
gorithm that is capable of reliably detecting both types of
dissolves in addition to cuts and wipes based on the anal-
ysis of spatio-temporal behaviors of Joint Probability Im-
ages (JPIs). Experimental results for identifying scene tran-
sitions in various video clips that contain moderate and sig-
nificant amounts of movements are demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION
Video segmentation is a preprocessing step for video anal-
ysis and indexing. Detection of scene transitions concerns
itself with locating boundaries between clips of different vi-
sual contents from a raw video. Reliable video segmenta-
tion is crucial for ensuing video analysis tasks. Most exist-
ing methods for scene change detection are based on low- or
intermediate-level visual cues such as color histogram, edge
map, texture, and motion vectors.

Several color histogram-based algorithms, e.g., [1], have
been proposed where clear scene cuts or special effects are
claimed on the color histogram difference of a series of
video frames. Zabihet al. [2] described an edge feature
based algorithm where scene transitions are detected based
on the emergence or disappearance of edges. To address the
issue of global illumination variations inside one clip, we
[3] developed a normalized chromaticity based algorithm
which can detect scene changes via a binary search with
valuable effectiveness and efficiency. Ngo, Pong and Chin
[4] presented a spatio-temporal method for gradual scene
changes. Spatially, a stripe (or often a row or column) from
each video frame is extracted. With time, the stripes form
a spatio-temporal image, i.e., thevideo slice. Good results
were obtained by using a Markov energy model to locate
the trajectories of wipes in the spatio-temporal image. For
dissolves, the variance in the slice will change and form a
concave upward parabola. However, it appeared to be eva-
sive.

Constrained by the visual cues employed, so far most
scene change detection methods can only report that either a
clear cut or a gradual transition is present. A reliable method
for detecting dissolves is still lacking.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the behavioral properties of JPIs: JPIs
of two identical images are along the diagonal line,i.e.,
JPI0;0 or JPI1;1; whereasJPI0;1 of two images of un-
related scenes is much more uniform.

Farid and Adelson [5] usedjoint probabilitiesof two
images and independent component analysis to effectively
separate reflection from painting. For simplicity, consider
luminance images first. A two-dimensionalarrayA is called
Joint Probability Image (JPI)when its elementA(X1; X2)
is the value of the joint probability of an intensity valueX1

in image 1 and an intensity valueX2 in image 2. Appar-
ently, the “intensity” (mass) inA corresponds to the fre-
quency of the co-occurrence ofX1 andX2 in images 1 and
2. As depicted in Fig. 1, the JPI of two images with exactly
the same visual contents is a diagonal line, while at another
extreme two entirely unrelated images will generate a JPI of
uniform intensities.

In this paper,spatio-temporal JPI (ST-JPI)will be de-
fined and exploited to deal with scene changes, especially
the different types of gradual transition such as dissolves
and wipes. The video segmentation algorithm can either
use only luminance images or a combination of luminance
and chrominance images.

2. DETECTING DISSOLVES USING
SPATIO-TEMPORAL JPI’S

We will start with some observation of dissolve transitions.
Although there are various forms, most dissolves can be
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Fig. 2. JPIs and Spatio-temporal JPIs in Dissolves

classified as Type I and II (for example,cross dissolveand
dither dissolvein the video editing software Premiere).

Type I (cross dissolve) can be defined by

D = (1� �(t)) �A + �(t) �B; (1)

whereA andB are the 2-vectors for video A and video B.
Here,�(t) is a transition function, which is often linear:

�(t) = k � t; with k � tmax � 1: (2)

Type II (dither dissolve) is entirely different. Deter-
mined by�(t), increasingly more and more pixels in video
A will abruptly (instead of gradually as in Type I) change to
video B. The positions of the pixels subjected to the change
can be random or sometimes follow a particular pattern.

2.1. Spatio-temporal JPI’s during Dissolves
In this paper, the JPI’s are formed by comparing two frames
in the video.JPI0;t is from the 0th frame and the one that
is t frames behind. As in Fig. 1,JPI0;0 only has non-
zero entries along the diagonal, whereasJPI0;t will have a
much more uniform distribution if there is a scene change.

Fig. 2 illustrates the ST-JPIs. Unlike the ordinary spatio-
temporal images (e.g., in [4]) in which the spatial domain is
the original image, each ST-JPI consists of corresponding
rows from JPIs at different time.

During any dissolve transition, if we take an interval of
[0::T ], then the following is true:
On a ST-JPI plane whereIA = p0

JPI0;0(p0; p) = M whenp = p0; (3)

JPI0;0(p0; p) = 0 otherwise: (4)

The massM will be split (dispersed) intok pieces in
JPI0;T written as

JPI0;T (p0; pi) = mi i = 1::k; (5)

and

kX

i=1

mi = M: (6)

In Type I dissolve, the size ofmi remains constant for
all t > 0, andmi in all intermediate frames in the interval
[0::T ] lie on the line that connectM and themi at t = T .
In Type II dissolve, the size of eachmi increases following
the function�(t); however, their trajectory on the ST-JPI is
a horizontal line. (See Fig. 2.) In summary,
Type I dissolve: fort > 0,

JPI0;t(p0; p0 +
t

T
(pi � po)) = mi: (7)

Type II dissolve:
if (pi 6= p0) then for(t > 0)

JPI0;t(p0; pi) =
t

T
mi; (8)

else JPI0;t(p0; p0) =
t

T
mi + (1�

t

T
)M: (9)

A casual examination of the above would suggest a dissolve-
detection algorithm based on line-detection in the ST-JPI.
Considering the detection of possibly a large number of
lines, it is less than desirable. Instead, we propose a method
based on “pattern matching”. It is because on each ST-JPI
whereIA = p0, the two rows inJPI0;0 andJPI0;T can
readily be found as:

0, ..., 0,M , 0, ..., 0
0 ..., 0,m1, ...,mi, ...,mk, 0 ..., 0

and the intermediate rows in the ST-JPI during the dissolve
are well defined by Eq. 7, or Eqs. 8 and 9, so they can be
accurately predicted.

DenoteJPI0;t(p) as the row on the ST-JPI forIA = p

at time t, andJPIpred0;t (p) as the predicted row at corre-
sponding position and time, then an error term�(p) can
be defined to measure the quality of matching between the
predicted row and the actual row,

�(p) =
1

T � 1

T�1X

t=1

JPI
pred
0;t (p)	 JPI0;t(p); (10)

where	 is a pattern matching operator that simply returns
the Mean Square Error (MSE) for the differences between
the entries of the two rows.



Apparently, an aggregated error� can be derived from
all ST-JPIs and be used to judge whether the interval[0::T ]
indeed falls within a dissolve,

� =
1
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�
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p=0

�(p): (11)

In our implementation, the pattern matching in Eq. 10
is achieved byhistogram intersectionin which each row of
numbers is viewed as a histogram. It is argued [6] that the
histogram intersection result is equivalent to(1� �), where
� is an L-1 difference between the two histograms, and it is
more robust (less noise sensitive) than the MSE. To speed
up the process, we also reduce the number 256 in Eq. 11
to s (e.g.,s = 32 or 8). Namely, the JPI image is sliced
into s segments. For each segment, a composite histogram
and its predicted counter-part are constructed. They are then
intersected and later averaged according to Eqs. 10 and 11.

2.2. Video Segmentation Algorithm
We define a simple measurem(J) for quick browsing to
find segments of potential scene changes so that a careful
video segmentation algorithm can be applied. The setS of
pixels in a JPIJ whose distance to the diagonal line is less
than�d can be defined asf(i; j) : abs(i � j) < �dg. In
our experiments�d is chosen to be 5. Given that the sum of
intensities for all pixels ofJ is SumJ = 1, m(J) can be
defined as below:

m(J) =

P
(i;j)2S J(i; j)

SumJ

=
X

(i;j)2S

J(i; j) (12)

As can be seen from the above definition, its value ranges
from 0 to 1, and a smaller magnitude ofm(J) indicates two
video frames of less similar contents. If the samllm(J) is
from two frames, say one second apart, it suggests a scene
change (cut, wipe, or dissolve) has occurred within the in-
terval,

Video Segmentation Algorithm:
Checkm(J) for pairs of imagesAt andBt+32;
if m(J) < � /* possible scene change */

result = cut-detection();
if (result = true) return(Cut);
else

type = ST-JPI-dissolve-detection();
if (type = 2)

call wipe-detection() to see if
it is Wipe or Type II Dissolve;

else if (type = 1) return (Type I Dissolve);
else return();

The video segmentation algorithm is presented above,
where� is a pre-selected threshold, e.g.,� = 0:7. Ini-

tially, a pair of images separated by 32 frames is exam-
ined. After a potential scene change is detected, a fast bi-
nary cut-detection procedure as in [3] will be called to check
whether there is a cut between two adjacent frames within
this 32-frame interval. If a cut is not found, then a dissolve-
detection procedure based on the pattern-matching method
described above is called to check the possible type of dis-
solve. At present, the algorithm will yield the same result
for Type II dissolve or wipe. In [7], we report that a color
histogram intersection method can distinguish wipes from
other scene transitions more reliably than Ngo, et al. [4].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several clips of digital video (shown in Fig. 3) are gener-
ated by use of Premier’s special effect editing functionalities
to test the efficacy of the proposed ST-JPI based algorithm
for dissolve detection as stipulated in the preceding section.
For viewing convenience, all dissolves take place between
Frames 30 and 60 in the clips.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, in ‘typical’ or ‘better’ cases,
the algorithm works very well for both types of dissolves.
When the actual patterns and the predicted patterns match
during the period of dissolve, the aggregate error� in Eq.
11 is small, the histogram intersection result approaches to
one as it ought to be; outside of the dissolve period, the
resulting number is significantly lower (actually it is often
close to 0). In the so called ‘worse’ cases, this contrast is
not as great. This is because, the dissolve models speci-
fied by Eq. 1 works extremely well when frames in each of
the two videos A and B do not change and hence the dis-
solved frames can be accurately predicted. When the image
content of a large portion ofA and/orB changes drastically
(which is often the case when large portions of the images
move rather quickly), the models for both dissolves become
less reliable. The situation is exacerbated in Type II dis-
solve since pixel values change abruptly, and ideally they
should stay unchanged afterwards. The significant image
content change caused by camera or object motion could
significantly violate this assumption.

We have also tested several longer video clips that con-
tain scene transitions such as cuts (C) and both types of dis-
solves (DI and DII). Fig. 5 depicts the video segmentation
result of one such test, the frame numbers above thet-axis
indicate the duration of the transitions.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, based on the analysis of the spatio-temporal
behaviors of Joint Probability Images (JPIs), we propose a
novel video segmentation algorithm. It is shown to reliably
detect both types of dissolves which is known to be difficult.
Preliminary results are very good.

For simplicity, we have assumed that changes during



(a1) Dissolve I — typical

(b1) Dissolve I — better (less motion)

(c1) Dissolve I — worse (more motion)

(a2) Dissolve II — typical

(b2) Dissolve II — better (less motion)

(c2) Dissolve II — worse (more motion)
Fig. 3. Sample frames from six test video clips, three for
each type of dissolve. Column 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to
‘before’, ‘1/3 into’, ‘2/3 into’, and ‘after’ dissolve, respec-
tively.

dissolves and wipes are linear. The ST-JPI models and al-
gorithm developed here can readily be extended when�(t)
in Eq. 2 is a general (non-linear) function.
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